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The present disclosure relates to automated dynamic manufacturing systems and related methods.

BACKGROUND

Robotic systems are commonly used in the manufacture of automobiles and other devices. Such systems commonly employ stationary, single-task robots that are designed to perform the same task, repeatedly, on a plurality of parts moving through an assembly line. Such systems are not readily scalable to industries involving larger assemblies, such as in the aerospace industry, due to the size of the parts and assemblies. Robotic systems used in aerospace manufacturing require large, expensive, support fixtures in order to fix tools, the apparatus, and the robot in space. Such support fixtures often include intricate cabling in order to provide power to the robotic systems, and also are often bolted in place, resulting in a very static system. These fixtures are required in order to ensure proper alignment of the robot with respect to the apparatus, and accurate performance of the task depends on the apparatus being located in space where the robot expects it to be located. The required tolerances in aerospace applications often are much smaller than in automobile applications, making the use of robotic systems even more challenging.

Furthermore, aerospace manufacturing processes often are performed in very large, open environments, which may be subject to variations due to vibrations and environmental factors (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.). In addition, variations caused by wear or kinematic variation due to physical constraints can also be contributors to location uncertainties. This can include any motion control machine tool, robot, and/or end effector. Current motion control systems and automated robotic systems, due to their fixed nature, are not easily able to adapt to account for such variations.

Mobile systems can be contributors to location uncertainties. This can include any motion control machine tool, robot, and/or end effector. Current motion control systems and automated robotic systems, due to their fixed nature, are not easily able to adapt to account for such variations.

SUMMARY

Presently disclosed automated dynamic manufacturing systems may address one or more of these and/or other issues in the prior art. For example, presently disclosed manufacturing systems may reduce required infrastructure, improve access to parts and interior spaces, reduce the amount of rework required, improve quality of resulting parts, increase flexibility of the manufacturing process, reduce tooling requirements, reduce part counts and weight, increase costs savings, increase build efficiency, reduce waste, increase safety and ergonomics for operators and technicians, and/or contribute to a more balance production flow.

For example, a system for performing a task on an apparatus may include the apparatus, a robot, a supply of parts, and a global metrology device. The supply of parts may include a plurality of parts located apart from the apparatus. The robot may include an end effector, wherein the end effector is configured to perform the task on the apparatus using one or more of the plurality of parts. The robot may include a local metrology device configured to position the end effector with respect to the apparatus using a local vision system (e.g., via closed loop feedback), such that the end effector is aligned with the apparatus sufficiently to perform the task. The global metrology device may be configured to track the positions of the apparatus, the robot, and the supply of parts using a global vision system. Furthermore, the global metrology device may be configured to communicate data to the robot (e.g., using closed loop feedback) about the positions of the apparatus and the supply of parts, and to receive feedback regarding actual positions of the robot, the apparatus, and the supply of parts. The local metrology device may be configured to supplement the global metrology device in positioning the end effector with respect to the apparatus and supply of parts so that the end effector may perform the task on or to the apparatus. Such presently disclosed systems may be used to create dynamic communication linkages between various production work cells in a manufacturing facility.

Methods of performing a manufacturing task using presently disclosed systems also are disclosed. Generally, presently disclosed methods may provide for modular component installation, assembly processes (e.g., for a wing or fuselage section) in an open environment and using a dynamic system in which all system components may be movable with respect to one another. Some methods may provide for assembly of systems or subsystems, systems or structural integration (e.g., linking together two or more systems or subsystems), and/or testing. For example, a method of performing a manufacturing process may include receiving rough alignment information from a global metrology device, the global metrology device being configured to track a respective position of each of an apparatus, a robot, and a supply of parts. The method may further include performing global alignment of the apparatus, the robot, and the supply of parts, receiving local alignment information from a local metrology device coupled to the robot, and performing fine alignment of an end effector coupled to the robot, the end effector being configured to perform a first task on the apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an illustrative, non-
Automated dynamic manufacturing systems and other systems and subsystems manufactured using systems and/or methods according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of illustrative, non-exclusive examples of automated, dynamic systems for performing a manufacturing task, according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 3 is a schematic representation of illustrative, non-exclusive examples of automated, dynamic systems for performing a manufacturing task, according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 4 is a schematic block diagram illustrating methods of performing a manufacturing process according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 5 is a schematic block diagram illustrating methods of performing a manufacturing process according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 6 is a schematic block diagram illustrating methods of performing a manufacturing process according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 7 is a schematic block diagram illustrating methods of performing a manufacturing process according to the present disclosure.

Fig. 8 is a schematic representation of illustrative, non-exclusive examples of automated, dynamic systems for performing a manufacturing task, according to the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION

[0009] Automated dynamic manufacturing systems and related methods are disclosed herein. Such presently disclosed systems and methods may be used in manufacturing processes, such as in the building of aircraft or other large apparatus and/or components or subsystems thereof. In some examples, such systems and/or methods may be used in manufacturing an apparatus, such as apparatus 100, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, apparatus 100 may include one or more parts 102, systems 104, and/or subsystems 106 manufactured using systems and/or methods according to the present disclosure. Systems 104 and subsystems 106 may include, for example, electrical systems and subsystems, flight control systems and subsystems, engine systems and subsystems, landing gear systems and subsystems, hydraulics systems and subsystems, avionics systems and subsystems, fuel systems and subsystems, navigation systems and subsystems, communication systems and subsystems, cooling systems and subsystems, instrumentation and recording systems and subsystems, oil systems and subsystems, oxygen systems and subsystems, de-ice systems and subsystems, pressurization systems and subsystems, emergency equipment systems and subsystems, pneumatics systems and subsystems, power plant systems and subsystems, warning systems and subsystems, lighting systems and subsystems, in-flight entertainment systems and subsystems, ground systems and subsystems, and/or any other system or subsystem.

[0010] Apparatus 100 may be provided in the form of a passenger aircraft 101; however, other apparatuses 100 are within the scope of the present disclosure, and the present disclosure is not limited to aircraft and aircraft applications. For example, as illustrative, non-exclusive examples, other apparatuses 100 that may be constructed using systems and/or methods according to the present disclosure include (but are not limited to) watercraft, land vehicles, spacecraft, automobiles, military vehicles, and/or any other apparatus. Moreover, aircraft 101 may take any suitable form, including commercial aircraft, military aircraft, private aircraft, or any other suitable aircraft. While Fig. 1 illustrates aircraft 101 in the form of a fixed wing aircraft, other types and configurations of aircraft are within the scope of aircraft 101 according to the present disclosure, including (but not limited to) helicopters.

[0011] Aircraft 101 may include a fuselage 108, which also may be referred to herein as a barrel 108, and which generally corresponds to the main body of aircraft 101 for holding passengers, crew, cargo, and/or equipment, for example, depending on the particular configuration and/or function of an aircraft 101. Typically, although not required, the fuselage 108 of an aircraft 101 is elongate and somewhat cylindrical or tubular. In some embodiments, the fuselage 108 may be constructed of multiple sections that are longitudinally spaced along the fuselage 108 and operatively coupled together to define the fuselage 108.

[0012] Aircraft 101 also may include wings 110, horizontal stabilizers 112, and a vertical stabilizer 114, each of which may be constructed as a unitary structure or in subsections that are subsequently assembled together. One or more of fuselage 108, a wing 110, a horizontal stabilizer 112, a vertical stabilizer 114 or a structural subsection thereof may be constructed using systems and/or methods according to the present disclosure. For example, in conventional methods, wings 110 are constructed by assembling an upper skin 116 and lower skin 118 to wing spars 120, which requires manufacturing steps to be performed on the interior of the wing 110 after such assembly, through small access ports formed in the wing 110. Such techniques are ergonomically and technically challenging to perform, in addition to being labor-intensive. Presently disclosed automated dynamic manufacturing systems and related methods may enable such manufacturing steps to be performed using robotic systems (e.g., automated robotic systems and/or manual motion control systems to position objects in space).

[0013] Turning now to Fig. 2, automated dynamic manufacturing systems 122 (which also may be referred to herein as manufacturing systems 122) are illustrated in schematic form. Generally, manufacturing systems 122 for manufacturing an apparatus 124 (which may be an example of apparatus 100) may include a global metrology device 126, a robot 128, and a supply of parts 130.
Systems 122 may be configured to perform a task on apparatus 124. Generally, in the figures, elements that are likely to be included in a given example are illustrated in solid lines, while elements that are optional to a given example are illustrated in broken lines. However, elements that are illustrated in solid lines are not essential to all examples of the present disclosure, and an element shown in solid lines may be omitted from a given example without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.

**[0014]** Apparatus 124 may be, for example, an aircraft (e.g., a passenger aircraft such as aircraft 101 of Fig. 1), or any other device or component thereof. For example, apparatus 124 may include a component, system, sub-system, structure, and/or part of an aircraft or other device. In specific examples, apparatus 124 may include a wing (e.g., wing 110 of Fig. 1), a fuselage (e.g., fuselage 108 of Fig. 1), a part of an aircraft or other device (e.g., part 102 of Fig. 1), a system of an aircraft or other device (e.g., system 104 of Fig. 1), and/or a subsystem of an aircraft or other device (e.g., subsystem 106 of Fig. 1). In some examples, apparatus 124 may be positioned on a first automated guided vehicle 132 that may be mobile and configured to move apparatus 124 with respect to supply of parts 130, robot 128, and/or global metrology device 126. For example, first automated guided vehicle 132 may be configured to translate apparatus 124 in at least two different directions with respect to one or more of supply of parts 130, robot 128, and global metrology device 126. For example, first automated guided vehicle 132 may be configured to move apparatus 124 linearly back and forth in a straight line. In other examples, first automated guided vehicle 132 may be configured to move apparatus 124 in at least three different perpendicular directions (e.g., along an X axis and along a Y axis, the X axis and Y axis being perpendicular to each other). In some examples, first automated guided vehicle 132 may be configured to move apparatus 124 in at least three different perpendicular directions, such as being configured to translate apparatus 124 in a flat (e.g., horizontal) plane and also being configured to move apparatus 124 in an orthogonal direction (e.g., vertically up and down). Additionally or alternatively, first automated guided vehicle 132 may be configured to rotate apparatus 124.

**[0015]** First automated guided vehicle 132 may be configured to send and/or receive data 152 (which may also be referred to herein as feedback 152), such as guided vehicle information 134 and/or any other data, which may be transmitted and/or received wirelessly to and/or from global metrology device 126. Additionally or alternatively, apparatus 124 may be configured to send and/or receive data 152, such as apparatus information 136, to/from global metrology device 126. Apparatus information 136 may include, for example, feedback about the position of apparatus 124, captured images of apparatus 124, and/or any other information.

**[0016]** Global metrology device 126 may be configured to track the positions of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130. Global metrology device 126 may generally include a global vision system 138, a processor 140, and/or a communications system 142. Global vision system 138 may be configured to track apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130. For example, global vision system 138 may include one or more cameras 162 (e.g., 3D cameras 162), one or more laser devices 164, and/or any other device that may be configured to track the positions of the other components of manufacturing system 122. Global vision system 138 may be configured to track the relative positions of each of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130 with respect to one another. Additionally or alternatively, global vision system 138 may be configured to track absolute positions of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130 with respect to a reference point. In some examples, global vision system 138 may record a plurality of images of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130 in order to determine the positions of each. In some examples, the plurality of images may be stitched together in order to determine the three dimensional (“3D”) coordinates of the respective component (e.g., a plurality of images of apparatus 124 may be stitched together to determine the 3D coordinates of the position of apparatus 124).

**[0017]** Global vision system 138 may be configured to track apparatus 124 and/or first automated guided vehicle 132. Image data may be included in data 152 (e.g., in guided vehicle information 134 and/or apparatus information 136). Global vision system 138 may utilize stationary fiducial targeting, active LED fiducial targeting, and/or non-contact fiducial targets. In some examples, global vision system 138 may include a multiple LED probe system. Global vision system 138 may be configured to store a part coordinate system and optically track each of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130 in order to create data points for each on the part coordinate system. Global metrology device 126 may include pre-programmed information about the geometries of each of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130, and may combine such pre-programmed geometric information with data gathered by global vision system 138 in order to track each of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130. Similarly, global vision system 138 may be configured to track robot 128, a third...
automated guided vehicle 146 on which robot 128 is positioned, supply of parts 130, and/or a fourth automated guided vehicle 148 on which supply of parts 130 is positioned. One or more of first automated guided vehicle 132, a second automated guided vehicle 144 on which global metrology device 126 may be positioned, third automated guided vehicle 146, and fourth automated guided vehicle 148 may be configured to be automated and/or may be configured for manual motion control, such that they are positionable in space in response to received telemetric commands.

[0018] As indicated in Fig. 2, processor 140 may receive data from global vision system 138 in order to determine the positions of apparatus 124, robot 128, supply of parts 130, first automated guided vehicle 132, second automated guided vehicle 144, third automated guided vehicle 146, and/or fourth automated guided vehicle 148 (collectively referred to as system components 150) and any necessary adjustments of alignment of each with respect to the others. Processor 140 may be configured to translate information from tracking the positions of apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130 into first instructions for moving apparatus 124, second instructions for moving robot 128, and/or third instructions for moving supply of parts 130. For example, processor 140 may be configured to store an identity matrix of coordinates for each system component 150 and create an updated matrix for translating and/or rotating one or more system components 150 in response to information gathered from global vision system 138 and/or communications device 142. Communications device 142 may in turn communicate with each respective system component 150 in order to effectuate movement of the respective system component 150 in accordance with the instructions from processor 140.

[0019] For example, communications device 142 may be configured to communicate to first automated guided vehicle 132 instructions for moving apparatus 124 (thereby effectuating movement of apparatus 124), may be configured to communicate to third automated guided vehicle 146 instructions for moving robot 128 (thereby effectuating movement of robot 128), and/or may be configured to communicate to fourth automated guided vehicle 148 instructions for moving supply of parts 130 (thereby effectuating movement of supply of parts 130). In this manner, global metrology device 126 may be configured to effectuate coarse alignment of one or more respective system components 150 with respect to one or more others of the system components. Global metrology device 126 (e.g., communications device 142 of global metrology device 126) may be configured to provide and/or receive real-time feedback 152 to and/or from one or more system components 150 (e.g., feedback 152 regarding the respective position of one or more of the respective system components 150), which feedback 152 may be communicated with processor 140. In some examples, processor 140 may use feedback 152 received from one or more system components 150 in order to update instructions for positioning one or more system components 150, and may communicate data 152 to one or more system components 150 containing said instructions or other information.

[0020] Global metrology device 126 may be substantially stationary with respect to apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130 in some examples. In other examples, global metrology device 126 may be positioned on second automated guided vehicle 144, which may be configured to move global metrology device 126 with respect to apparatus 124, robot 128, and/or supply of parts 130. For example, second automated guided vehicle 144 may be configured to translate global metrology device 126 in at least two different directions with respect to one or more of supply of parts 130, robot 128, and apparatus 124. For example, second automated guided vehicle 144 may be configured to move global metrology device 126 linearly back and forth in a straight line. In other examples, second automated guided vehicle 144 may be configured to move global metrology device 126 in two different perpendicular directions (e.g., along an X axis and along a Y axis, the X axis and Y axis being perpendicular to each other). In some examples, second automated guided vehicle 144 may be configured to move global metrology device 126 in at least three different perpendicular directions, such as being configured to translate global metrology device 126 in a flat (e.g., horizontal) plane and also being configured to move global metrology device 126 in an orthogonal direction (e.g., vertically up and down). Alternatively or alternatively, second automated guided vehicle 144 may be configured to rotate global metrology device 126.

[0021] Robot 128 may include an automated robot and/or a manual motion control system configured to position objects in space. Robot 128 may include an end effector 154, which may be configured to perform one or more tasks on apparatus 124. For example, a tool 156 may be coupled to end effector 154, the tool being used to perform one or more tasks on apparatus 124. In other examples, end effector 154 may directly perform the task, without tool 156. End effector 154 may include a folding arm, a telescoping arm, a retractable arm, a snake robot structure, an articulating arm and/or any structure that may be configured to position end effector 154 and/or tool 156. End effector 154 and/or tool 156 may include a welding head, a spray paint gun, a scalpel, a cutting device, a fastening device, a gripping device, jaws, claws, pins, needles, a suction device, a camera, a sanding device, an adhesive applicator, a brush, a drill, a magnet, a screw driver, a clamp, a deburring tool, a rotary joint, and/or any customized tool designed for a specific task to be performed. Different tools 156 and/or end effectors 154 may be coupled to robot 128 in order to perform different tasks. In this manner, robot 128 may be configured to perform a plurality of different tasks on or to apparatus 124, using a plurality of different tools 156 and/or end effectors 154, each being configured to perform a different task.
Perform positioning at a resolution that is at least two times, local metrology device 160 may be configured to perform a “pick and place” task, wherein a respective part 158 is removed from supply of parts 130, moved to a location adjacent apparatus 124, and coupled to apparatus 124. The operation may then be repeated with a second respective part 158, which may be placed in a different location on apparatus 124. Robot 128, end effector 154, and tool 156 may be configured to perform any suitable task, including but not limited to, moving one or more parts 158, moving apparatus 124, moving robot 128, moving end effector 154, moving tool 156, installing a component such as a respective part 158, an assembly process, system integration, testing, machining, laying-up, painting, sealing, fabrication, quality assurance inspection, verification, and/or validation.

Robot 128 may include a local metrology device 160 configured to position end effector 154 and/or tool 156 with respect to apparatus 124, supply of parts 130, and/or global metrology device 126. Local metrology device 160 may include a local vision system 166, which may include one or more cameras 162 (e.g., a 3D camera 162) and/or one or more laser devices 164. In some examples, local metrology device 160 may be configured to perform fine alignment of end effector 154 and/or tool 156 with respect to apparatus 124 and/or supply of parts 130. For example, global metrology device 126 may roughly position end effector 154 near apparatus 124, and local metrology device 160 may be configured to position end effector 154 with much higher resolution (e.g., within a lower tolerance) than global metrology device 126. Robot 128 also may include a local processor 168 and/or a robot communications device 170 for translating data received from local metrology device 160, receiving instructions from global metrology device 126, and/or providing feedback 152 (e.g., closed loop feedback) to global metrology device 126 regarding the position of robot 128, end effector 154, and/or tool 156.

Local metrology device 160 may be proximal to and/or coupled to robot 128, end effector 154, and/or tool 156 and may be configured to supplement global metrology device 126 in aligning system components 150 with respect to one another in order to perform one or more tasks. For example, local metrology device 160 may be configured to improve positioning accuracy of end effector 154 and/or tool 156 as compared to using global metrology device 126 alone. In some examples, local metrology device 160 may be configured to perform positioning of end effector 154 and/or tool 156 at a higher resolution than global metrology device 126. For example, local metrology device 160 may be configured to perform positioning at a resolution that is at least two times, at least five times, at least ten times, and/or at least 20 times higher than the resolution provided by global metrology device 126. In some manufacturing systems, local metrology device 160 may be configured to position end effector 154 and/or tool 156 within certain tolerances, such as within a tolerance of 0.1 inches (2.5 mm), within a tolerance of 0.05 inches (1.25 mm), within a tolerance of 0.01 inches (0.25 mm), within a tolerance of 0.005 inches (0.125 mm), and/or within a tolerance of 0.001 inches (0.025 mm) of the intended position or alignment.

Robot 128 may be a mobile robot 128 in some manufacturing systems 122 (e.g., the entire robot 128 may be movable with respect to apparatus 124, global metrology device 126, and/or supply of parts 130 in response to a telemetric command (e.g., via manual motion control), in response to instructions received from global metrology device 126, and/or in response to an automated or pre-programmed process stored within robot 128 or calculated by robot 128). Additionally or alternatively, robot 128 may be positioned on third automated guided vehicle 146, which may be configured to move robot 128 with respect to apparatus 124, global metrology device 126, and/or supply of parts 130. For example, third automated guided vehicle 146 may be configured to translate robot 128 in at least two different directions with respect to one or more of supply of parts 130, global metrology device 126, and apparatus 124. For example, third automated guided vehicle 146 may be configured to move robot 128 linearly back and forth in a straight line. In other examples, third automated guided vehicle 146 may be configured to move robot 128 in two different perpendicular directions (e.g., along an X axis and along a Y axis, the X axis and Y axis being perpendicular to each other). In some examples, third automated guided vehicle 146 may be configured to move robot 128 in at least three different perpendicular directions, such as being configured to translate robot 128 in a flat (e.g., horizontal) plane and also being configured to move robot 128 in an orthogonal direction (e.g., vertically up and down). Additionally or alternatively, third automated guided vehicle 146 may be configured to rotate robot 128.

Such motion of robot 128 on third automated guided vehicle 146 may be customizable for different tasks to be performed by robot 128. For example, in a pick and place task, third automated guided vehicle 146 may be configured to move robot 128 back and forth between supply of parts 130 and apparatus 124, wherein robot 128 is configured to obtain a part 158 from supply of parts 130, third automated guided vehicle 146 then moves robot 128 to a position adjacent apparatus 124, and robot 128 may then place the respective part 158 on apparatus 124. Third automated guided vehicle 146 may then be configured to move robot 128 back to a position adjacent supply of parts 130 so that the task may be repeated a plurality of times with a different respective part 158 from supply of parts 130, such that after the task is repeated a plurality of times, a plurality of respective parts 158 have been moved from supply of parts 130 to.
placement in a respective location on apparatus 124. As each respective part 158 may be in a slightly different position within supply of parts 130 (e.g., parts 158 may be spread into an array, spaced apart from one another within a container 172), the position of end effector 154 may be adjusted by local metrology device 160 each time robot 128 returns to supply of parts 130 in order to accurately obtain a respective part 158 each time. In these applications, end effector 154 and/or tool 156 may be configured to move at least one respective part 158 from supply of parts 130 to or towards apparatus 124. Once adjacent apparatus 124, end effector 154 and/or tool 156 may be configured to couple the respective part 158 to apparatus 124.

[0027] Supply of parts 130 may be located apart from apparatus 124 (e.g., not in physical contact with apparatus 124) and may include one or more parts 158. For example, supply of parts 130 may include a plurality of parts 158, wherein each respective part 158 is identical. In other examples, supply of parts 130 may include a plurality of different parts 158. Parts 158 may be configured to be removed, one at a time, from supply of parts 130, and moved to or towards apparatus 124, such as to perform a task on part 158 and/or apparatus 124 (e.g., in a pick and place operation, a part 158 may be removed from supply of parts 130 by robot 128, and moved to apparatus 124, where it may be coupled to apparatus 124). Supply of parts 130 may include a container 172 for holding or containing parts 158. Container 172 may simply be a platform, a box, a surface, a frame, or any other structure supporting parts 158. Parts 158 may be any suitable parts used in any manufacturing process. For example, parts 158 may include panels, fasteners, electrical components, and/or any other parts or structures.

[0028] In some examples, supply of parts 130 may be substantially stationary with respect to global metrology device 126, robot 128, and apparatus 124. Alternatively, supply of parts 130 may be positioned on fourth automated guided vehicle 148, which may be configured to move supply of parts 130 with respect to apparatus 124, global metrology device 126, and/or robot 128. For example, fourth automated guided vehicle 148 may be configured to translate supply of parts 130 in at least two different directions with respect to one or more of robot 128, global metrology device 126, and apparatus 124. For example, fourth automated guided vehicle 148 may be configured to move supply of parts 130 linearly back and forth in a straight line. In other examples, fourth automated guided vehicle 148 may be configured to move supply of parts 130 in two different perpendicular directions (e.g., along an X axis and along a Y axis, the X axis and Y axis being perpendicular to each other). In some examples, fourth automated guided vehicle 148 may be configured to move supply of parts 130 in at least three different perpendicular directions, such as being configured to translate supply of parts 130 in a flat (e.g., horizontal) plane and also being configured to move supply of parts 130 in an orthogonal direction (e.g., vertically up and down). Additionally or alternatively, fourth automated guided vehicle 148 may be configured to rotate supply of parts 130.

[0029] Generally, manufacturing system 122 (e.g., all system components 150) may be configured to effectuate performance of a task on or to apparatus 124 and/or on or to a part 158. System components 150 may be configured to work together such that initial alignment may be performed by global metrology device 126, and more precise alignment may be performed by local metrology device 160 on robot 128. All system components 150 may be configured to move with respect to one another, such that manufacturing system 122 is dynamic, thereby eliminating the need for complex framework and support structures needed in prior art methods to stabilize components and ensure that the components are kept stationary. By contrast, in presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122, each system component 150 may be moveable, with global metrology device 126 unifying system 122, tracking the positions of each of system components 150. Manufacturing systems 122 may be entirely automated, such that tasks may be performed on and/or to apparatus 124 and/or on and/or to part 158 (e.g., a plurality of different tasks may be performed, and/or a single task may be performed a plurality of times) without requiring intervention by a technician or operator.

[0030] Such presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 may advantageously be able to correct for variations caused by wear of system components 150, variation in the work environment, environmental factors (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.), non-ideality of system components 150, kinematic variation due to physical constraints, and/or different models, types, styles, or brands of system components 150. Such adaptability may be at least partially due to the dynamic nature of manufacturing systems 122. Presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 may provide a robotic manufacturing system that does not need to have bolted down components, fixtures, or complex cabling for the system components. Furthermore, each robot 128 may be capable of performing a plurality of different tasks, due to the mobile nature of the robot 128 and/or third automated guided vehicle 146 on which robot 128 is positioned. Presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 also may advantageously be used to perform ergonomically difficult or labor-intensive techniques, such as those that are performed through small access holes formed in parts (e.g., wing boxes).

[0031] Presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 may be used to create a dynamic manufacturing environment. For example, work cells in a manufacturing facility may be reconfigurable for different tasks and/or industries when using presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122, as opposed to conventional manufacturing techniques involving static fixtures (e.g., manufacturing robots that are bolted in place). Using presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122, a given robot 128 and/or
end effector 154 may be changed in order to perform a different task in a given work cell. Additionally or alternatively, manufacturing systems 122 may be configured to enable communication between work cells in a manufacturing facility (e.g., global metrology device 126 may be configured to communicate with two or more different robots 128 in different work cells, performing different tasks on a respective apparatus 124 and/or part 158). Manufacturing systems 122 that are configured for closed loop feedback between end effector 154 and global metrology device 126 and local metrology device 160 may also enable communication with other devices that may improve performance of automated production systems.

Additionally or alternatively, presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 may be configured to determine positions of various system components 150 based on features of the respective system component 150, as opposed to conventional systems, which require the placement of “targets” on the part or apparatus in order to determine their respective positions. Because presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 may determine positions based on component features as opposed to using placed targets, position determination may be faster and more efficient (e.g., the amount of data collected may be reduced in some examples).

Presently disclosed manufacturing systems 122 may include system components 150 that are sensor-driven and/or data-driven. For example, one or more system components 150 may be configured to move in response to data received from one or more other system components 150 and/or data received from a manual motion control device. Additionally or alternatively, one or more system components 150 may be configured to move in response to data collected by one or more sensors on the respective system component 150. Furthermore, in addition to communicating with global metrology device 126 and/or one or more other respective system components 150, one or more system components 150 may be configured to communicate with other devices as well. For example, one or more system components 150 may be configured to create a dynamic communication linkage with one or more external devices, linking 3D coordinates corresponding to one or more system components 150 to other devices and/or systems, such as by interacting with end-user devices (e.g., augmented reality used with tablets and/or headsets).

Fig. 3 illustrates a second manufacturing system 174 according to the present disclosure, said second manufacturing system 174 also being autonomous and dynamic and configured to perform a plurality of tasks on a second part 176, which may be an example of part 158 of Fig. 2, apparatus 100 of Fig. 1, and/or apparatus 124 of Fig. 2. A mobile robot 178 (which may be an example of robot 128 of Fig. 2 and/or an automated guided vehicle, such as first automated guided vehicle 132 of Fig. 2) may be configured to move part 176 to a plurality of stations (e.g., first station 180, second station 182, third station 184, and so on), where a different task may be performed on part 176 at each respective station in order to form a completed part 186. Global metrology device 126 may be configured to track the positions of second part 176, mobile robot 178, and each respective station (e.g., first station 180, second station 182, and etc.), and mobile robot 178 may be configured to move second part 176 sequentially to each of the plurality of stations in order to complete one or more manufacturing processes. Mobile robot 178 may include local metrology device 160 coupled to mobile robot 178 that may be configured to track and position end effector 154, which may be configured to engage with second part 176 in order to move it from station to station after each respective task has been performed on second part 176. Mobile robot 178 may include a robot communications device 170 configured to receive information from global metrology device 126 regarding the positions of second part 176 and one or more of the plurality of stations 180, 182, 184.

In some systems 174, each respective station 180, 182, 184 may include a respective task robot configured to perform a different task on second part 176. For example, first station 180 may include a first task robot 188, second station 182 may include a second task robot 190, third station 184 may include a third task robot 192, and etc. Each of first task robot 188, second task robot 190, and third task robot 192 may be configured to perform a different task on second part 176. One or more of mobile robot 178, first station 180, second station 182, third station 184, global metrology device 126, and second part 176 may be positioned on a respective automated guided vehicle 194, which may be configured to move the respective system component with respect to the others of the system components.

Manufacturing systems 122 and/or systems 174 may be used to perform various tasks, methods and/or manufacturing processes, such as in methods performed during the manufacture of an aircraft. Figs. 4-7 schematically provide flowcharts that represent illustrative, non-exclusive examples of such methods 400, 500, 600, 700 according to the present disclosure and associated with manufacturing systems 122 of Fig. 2 and/or systems 174 of Fig. 3. Any of the methods of Figs. 4-7 may be used in a manufacturing process, such as in the manufacture of an aircraft. In Figs. 4-7, some steps are illustrated in dashed boxes indicating that such steps may be optional or may correspond to an optional version of a method according to the present disclosure. That said, not all methods according to the present disclosure are required to include the steps illustrated in solid boxes. The steps and steps illustrated in Figs. 4-7 are not limiting and other methods and steps are within the scope of the present disclosure, including methods having greater than or fewer than the number of steps illustrated, as understood from the discussions herein.

Fig. 4 illustrates methods 400 of performing a manufacturing process using a system (e.g., manufacturing system 122 of Fig. 2 and/or system 174 of Fig. 3).
Methods 400 may include configuring a global metrology device (e.g., global metrology device 126 of Fig. 2) of the system to perform global alignment of an apparatus (e.g., apparatus 124 of Fig. 2 or second part 176 of Fig. 3), a robot (e.g., robot 128 of Fig. 2 and/or mobile robot 178 of Fig. 3), and/or a supply of parts (e.g., supply of parts 130 of Fig. 2) using the global metrology device at 402. The global metrology device may be configured to track the positions of the apparatus, the robot, and the supply of parts, and the global metrology device may be further configured to instruct and cause movement of the apparatus, the robot, and/or the supply of parts with respect to the global metrology device. Methods 400 also may include configuring a local metrology device (e.g., local metrology device 160 of Fig. 2) of the system to perform local alignment of an end effector (e.g., end effector 154) of the robot with respect to the apparatus at 404, the local metrology device being coupled to the robot. Performance of a task on or to the apparatus may be enabled at 406, such that the end effector of the robot and a part from the supply of parts are used in performance of the task. For example, enabling performance of a task at 406 may include initiating operation of one or more system components (e.g., system components 150 of Fig. 2), placing one or more parts (e.g., parts 158 of Fig. 2) in a container (e.g., container 172 of Fig. 2) to form the supply of parts, providing the apparatus, providing the robot, providing the global metrology device, or any other preliminary step.

In some methods 400, enabling performance of a task at 406 may include enabling the robot to perform the task autonomously, such as by installing software effectuating the same on the robot, instructing the robot to perform the task autonomously, programming the robot to perform the task autonomously, and/or any other step that may contribute to enabling performance of one or more tasks.

Configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include positioning the global metrology device on an automated guided vehicle (e.g., second automated guided vehicle 144 of Fig. 2), the automated guided vehicle being configured to move the global metrology device with respect to the apparatus, the supply of parts, and/or the robot. Additionally or alternatively, configuring the global metrology device to perform global alignment at 402 may include configuring the global metrology device to instruct movement of the automated guided vehicle with the global metrology device positioned thereon.

In some methods 400, configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the global metrology device to adjust positions of the global metrology device, the robot, the supply of parts, and/or the apparatus autonomously, in order to enable alignment of the end effector in order to adequately perform a task. Configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the global metrology device to track the apparatus, such as by configuring the global metrology device to compile together a plurality of images of the apparatus in order to determine a position of the apparatus. In some methods, the global metrology device may be configured at 402 in order to translate data received from one or more system components into 3D coordinates and send the 3D coordinates to the robot, and the local metrology device may be configured at 404 to adjust and/or realign the end effector based on the 3D coordinates received from the global metrology device.

Configuring the local metrology device at 404 may include positioning the robot on another automated guided vehicle (e.g., third automated guided vehicle 146 of Fig. 2), the automated guided vehicle being configured to move the robot with respect to the apparatus, the supply of parts, and/or the global metrology device. In these methods, configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the global metrology device to instruct movement of the automated guided vehicle with the robot positioned thereon in order to reposition the robot by virtue of instructing movement of an automated guided vehicle. Additionally or alternatively, configuring the local metrology device at 404 may include configuring the robot and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the robot is positioned to provide feedback (e.g., feedback 152 of Fig. 2) to the global metrology device, and configuring the global metrology device to receive the feedback from the robot and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the robot is positioned. In some methods 400, configuring the local metrology device at 404 may include configuring the local metrology device to instruct and cause translation and/or rotation of the end effector.

Enabling performance of a task at 406 may include positioning the supply of parts on an automated guided vehicle (e.g., fourth automated guided vehicle 148 of Fig. 2), the automated guided vehicle on which the supply of parts is positioned being configured to move the supply of parts with respect to the apparatus, the robot, and/or the global metrology device. In these methods, configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the global metrology device to instruct movement of the automated guided vehicle with the supply of parts positioned thereon in order to reposition the supply of parts by virtue of instructing movement of the automated guided vehicle on which the supply of parts is positioned. Additionally or alternatively, configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the supply of parts and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the supply of parts is positioned being configured to move the supply of parts and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the supply of parts is positioned being configured to move.

Similarly, enabling performance of a task at 406 may include positioning the apparatus on an automated guided vehicle (e.g., first automated guided vehicle 132 of Fig. 2), the automated guided vehicle on which the apparatus is positioned being configured to move the apparatus with respect to the supply of parts, the robot, and/or the global metrology device. In these methods,
configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the global metrology device to instruct movement of the automated guided vehicle with the apparatus positioned thereon in order to reposition the apparatus by virtue of instructing movement of the automated guided vehicle on which the apparatus is positioned. Additionally or alternatively, configuring the global metrology device at 402 may include configuring the apparatus and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the apparatus is positioned to provide feedback to the global metrology device (e.g., feedback from active sensors onboard the apparatus and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the apparatus is positioned), and configuring the global metrology device to receive the feedback from the apparatus and/or the automated guided vehicle on which the apparatus is positioned.

Enabling performance of the task at 406 may include enabling performance of one or more of moving a part, moving the apparatus, moving the robot, moving the end effector, removing a respective part from the supply of parts and moving it to the apparatus, coupling a respective part from the supply of parts to the apparatus, installing a component on the apparatus, assembling two or more respective parts from the supply of parts, integrating systems, testing, machining, laying-up a composite material, painting, sealing, fabricating, quality assurance inspecting, verifying proper positioning, and validating that a task was performed correctly (e.g., the system may be configured to validate that a part is about to be placed correctly before actually placing the part on the apparatus).

While methods 400 of Fig. 4 may be at least partially performed by a human operator or technician, methods 500, 600, 700 of Figs. 5-7, respectively, may be at least partially performed autonomously, such as by presently disclosed manufacturing systems (e.g., system 122 of Fig. 2 and/or system 174 of Fig. 3).

Fig. 5 illustrates methods 500 of performing a manufacturing process, which may generally include performing coarse metrology at 502, performing global alignment at 504, performing fine metrology at 506, receiving positional feedback at 508 (e.g., closed loop feedback), adjusting and/or aligning the position of an end effector at 510, and performing a task on the apparatus at 512. Performing the fine metrology at 506 may be configured to supplement the performing the coarse metrology at 502 in order to dynamically adjust each system component (e.g., system components 150 of Fig. 2) with respect to one another in order to perform the task at 512.

Performing global alignment at 504 may include moving one or more system components, such as moving the global metrology system at 514, moving the apparatus at 516, moving the supply of parts at 518, and/or moving the robot at 520. For example, performing coarse metrology at 502 may include roughly tracking the respective positions of the system components (e.g., tracking the respective positions of the apparatus, the robot, and the supply of parts, and/or a respective automated guided vehicle on which each is positioned) using the vision system of the global metrology device, and performing global alignment at 504 may include moving one or more of the system components in response to alignment information from the global metrology device. For example, a communications device of the global metrology device may communicate alignment information with one or more of the system components in order to effectuate or instruct movement of one or more components with respect to one another. Such alignment at 504 may be performed to position the system components relatively with respect to one another, and/or may be performed to position one or more of the system components to a respective absolute position.

In some examples, performing fine metrology at 506 may be performed before and/or after receiving positional feedback at 508. For example, a processor of the robot may receive local alignment information from a local metrology device coupled to the robot and configured to track the position of the end effector and/or another system component. The position of the end effector may be adjusted and/or aligned with respect to one or more system components at 510, in response to the performing fine metrology at 506, the performing course metrology at 502, and/or the receiving positional feedback at 508. In some methods, adjusting and/or aligning the end effector at 510 may include translating the end effector at 522 and/or rotating the end effector at 524. The end effector may be configured to perform a task on the apparatus at 512, and may be removable from the robot, such that a different end effector configured to perform a different task may be coupled to the robot, thereby forming a robot capable of performing multiple different tasks on the apparatus.

Once the end effector of the robot is aligned within desired tolerances to the apparatus, the task may be performed one or more times at 512. For example, performing the task at 512 may include one or more of moving the part at 526, moving the apparatus at 526, moving the robot at 528, moving the end effector at 528, performing a pick and place operation at 530, installing a component on the apparatus at 532, performing an assembly process at 534, performing system integration at 536, testing at 538, machining at 540, laying-up a composite material at 542, painting at 544, sealing at 546, fabricating at 548, quality assurance inspecting at 550, verifying correct placement of a part at 552, and/or validation at 554. Performing the task at 512 may be repeated one or more times at 556, such as by repeating the same task a plurality of times and/or performing a plurality of different tasks.

Fig. 6 illustrates methods 600 of performing a task on an apparatus (e.g., apparatus 124 of Fig. 2) utilizing one or more presently disclosed manufacturing systems. The apparatus may be tracked at 602, such as by a global metrology device (e.g., global metrology device 126 of Fig. 2) having a vision system (e.g., global vision system 138 of Fig. 2). For example, the global me-
mation device may be configured to track one or more features or points of the geometry of the apparatus in order to roughly determine the position and/or orientation of the apparatus. In some methods 600, tracking the apparatus at 602 may include stitching together a plurality of images of the apparatus at 604 in order to determine the location of the apparatus or a portion thereof. Tracking the apparatus at 602 may result in a set of data stored, at least temporarily, by the global metrology device (e.g., by the processor 140 of global metrology device 126), said data representing the location of the apparatus. In some methods, the global metrology device may be configured to translate the data to three-dimensional (3D) coordinates at 606. For example, data collected from the vision system of the global metrology device may be used by the processor of the global metrology device to determine a matrix of values, each value representing a component of the position and/or orientation of the apparatus.

The 3D coordinates may be communicated to the robot (e.g., robot 128 of Fig. 2) at 608. For example, a communications device of the global metrology device (e.g., global communication system 142) may communicate the 3D coordinates to a local communications device on the robot (e.g., local communications device 170). In response to receiving the 3D coordinates of the apparatus, the robot may be pre-programmed to adjust, reposition, and/or realign the robot itself and/or an end effector of the robot (e.g., end effector 154 of Fig. 2) based on said 3D coordinates. In other words, once the robot receives new coordinate information from the global metrology device (e.g., via closed loop feedback) regarding the position of the apparatus, the robot may reposition itself in response thereto. Such repositioning may be repeated a plurality of times in response to a plurality of sets of new coordinates, and the coordinate information may be updated a plurality of times in some examples. The robot and/or end effector may be adjusted and realigned at 610, which may include using a local metrology device (e.g., local metrology device 160 of Fig. 2) to perform one or more fine adjustments on the position and/or orientation of the end effector. Thus, tracking the apparatus at 602, translating data to 3D coordinates at 606, sending the 3D coordinates to the robot at 608, and/or adjusting the robot and/or end effector at 610 may all be substeps of performing global metrology (e.g., may be substeps of performing coarse metrology at 502 in Fig. 5). Adjusting or realigning the robot and/or end effector at 610 also may be a substep of performing local metrology (e.g., a substep of performing local metrology at 506 in Fig. 5). Once positioned and aligned relative to the apparatus, the end effector may perform a task on the apparatus at 612. For example, performing a task on the apparatus at 612 may include one or more of the tasks of step 512 in Fig. 5. While the steps of Fig. 6 are described with respect to tracking the apparatus and positioning the robot with respect to the apparatus, additionally or alternatively, the same steps may be performed with respect to a supply of parts (e.g., the robot may receive 3D coordinates regarding the position and/or orientation of the supply of parts and the end effector may be positioned based on such 3D coordinates).

Fig. 7 illustrates methods 700 of performing a manufacturing process involving moving a part or apparatus to a plurality of different stations, where a different task may be performed on the part or apparatus at each respective station. Methods 700 may include positioning a part (e.g., apparatus 124 and/or part 158 of Fig. 2) at a first station (e.g., first station 180 of Fig. 3) at 702. Positioning the part at the first station at 702 may be performed manually, or, a first robot, such as a mobile robot or a robot positioned on an automated guided vehicle, may be used to place the part at or in the proximity of the first station. The first robot may be configured to utilize information about the position of the part from both a global metrology device and a first local metrology device coupled to the first robot. The global metrology device (e.g., global metrology device 126 of Figs. 2-3) may be spaced apart from the first robot and configured to track the positions of the first robot, the part, and the first station. The first local metrology device (which may be an example of local metrology device 160 of Fig. 2) may be configured to track the position of a first end effector (which may be an example of end effector 154 of Fig. 2) coupled to the first robot. The global metrology device and first local metrology device may be configured to work together to place the part at or near the first station.

Each of the stations may include a task robot positioned at the station, each of the task robots configured to perform a different task on the part. For example, a second robot having a second end effector may be positioned at the first station and configured to perform a first task on the part at 704, once the part is positioned at the first station. In order to perform the first task on the part at 704, the second robot may be configured to utilize information about the position of the part from both the global metrology device (which also may be configured to track the position of the second robot) and a second local metrology device coupled to the second robot. The global metrology device also may be spaced apart from the second robot, and may, along with the second local metrology device, be configured to track the position of the second end effector and part, in order to align the two together.

The part may be moved to a second station (e.g., second station 182 of Fig. 3) at 706, such as by using the first robot to move the part from the first station to the second station. The second station may include a third robot having a third end effector and third local metrology device, which may be configured to perform a second task on the part at 708. The global metrology device also may be spaced apart from the third robot and configured to track the position of the third robot, while the third local metrology device may be coupled to the third robot and configured to track the position of the part and the third end effector. The global metrology device and the third local metrology device may be configured
to work together to align the part and the third end effector with respect to one another so that a second task may be performed on the part at 708.

**[0055]** Generally, the performing the first task at 704 may be performed after the positioning the part at the first station at 702, the moving the part to the second station at 706 may be performed after the performing the first task at 704, and the performing the second task at 708 may be performed after the moving the part to the second station at 706. In some methods, the part may be removed from the second station after performing the second task at 708, and moved to another respective station at 710. Once positioned and aligned, another respective task may be performed on the part at 712. Such steps may be repeated at 714 any number of times (e.g., any number of stations may be included to perform any number of tasks on the part in methods 700). The part thus may be moved to a plurality of different stations, where a respective task of a plurality of tasks may be performed on the part at each respective station. In some methods, each respective task may be performed on a plurality of parts at each respective station. For example, in some methods, the part is a first part, and once the first part is moved away from the first station at 706, a second part may be placed at the first station, where the first task may be performed on the second part. Similarly, once the first part has been moved away from the second station after the second task has been performed on the first part, the second part may be moved to the second station, and the second task may be performed on the second part. Such methods may be repeated any number of times on any number of parts, each of which may be the same part or different parts. The performing the first task at 704, the performing the second task at 708, and/or the performing the other task(s) at 712 may be examples of performing a task 512 from Fig. 5.

**[0056]** Turning now to Fig. 8, an illustrative non-exclusive example of a manufacturing system 122 in the form of manufacturing system 200 is illustrated. Where appropriate, the reference numerals from the schematic illustrations of Figs. 2-3 are used to designate corresponding parts of manufacturing system 200; however, the example of Fig. 8 is non-exclusive and does not limit manufacturing systems 122 to the illustrated embodiment of Fig. 8. That is, manufacturing systems 122 are not limited to the specific embodiment of the illustrated manufacturing system 200, and manufacturing system 200 may incorporate any number of the various aspects, configurations, characteristics, properties, etc. of manufacturing systems 122 that are illustrated in and discussed with reference to the schematic representations of Figs. 2-3, as well as variations thereof, without requiring the inclusion of all such aspects, configurations, characteristics, properties, etc. For the purpose of brevity, each previously discussed component, part, portion, aspect, region, etc. or variants thereof may not be discussed, illustrated, and/or labeled again with respect to manufacturing system 200; however, it is within the scope of the present disclosure that the previously discussed features, variants, etc. may be utilized with manufacturing system 200.

**[0057]** Manufacturing system 200 may include a global metrology device 202 (which may be an example of global metrology device 126), a robot 204 (which may be an example of robot 128), an apparatus 206 (which may be an example of apparatus 124), and a supply of parts 208 (which may be an example of supply of parts 130). One or more of global metrology device 202, robot 204, apparatus 206, and supply of parts 208 may be positioned on one or more respective automated guided vehicles 194, each of which may be configured to move global metrology device 202, robot 204, apparatus 206, or supply of parts 208, respectively, with respect to the others of global metrology device 202, robot 204, apparatus 206, and supply of parts 208. Global metrology device 202 may be configured to track the positions of robot 204, apparatus 206, and supply of parts 208 using a global vision system 210, which may be an example of vision system 138. Robot 204 may include an end effector 212 (which may be an example of end effector 154) and a local metrology device 214 (which may be an example of local metrology device 160). Local metrology device 214 may be configured to track the position of end effector 212 with respect to apparatus 206 and/or parts 216 (which may be an example of parts 158) which may be in a container 218 (which may be an example of container 172) of supply of parts 208.

**[0058]** System 200 may be configured to perform a manufacturing process, such as a "pick and place" operation, where a respective part 216 is removed from supply of parts 208 (e.g., "picked") and then moved towards and placed on apparatus 206. Fig. 8 illustrates a plurality of parts 216 remaining in container 218, as well as a plurality of placed parts 220 that have already been moved from supply of parts 208 and placed on apparatus 206. Global metrology device 202 and local metrology device 214 on robot 204 may supplement one another and communicate data regarding positions of other system components in order to effectuate aligning end effector 212 of robot 204 in order to accurately remove a respective part 216 from container 218, move the part adjacent apparatus 206, and place the part on apparatus 206 (e.g., couple part 216 to apparatus 206 to create a respective placed part 220).

**[0059]** Each system component 150 may be movable with respect to the other system components 150, by virtue of being positioned on a respective automated guided vehicle 194. In other examples, only some of system components 150 may be movable, while others may be stationary. System components 150 may be movable in a plurality of different directions. For example, apparatus 206 may be moveable in at least two different directions with respect to robot 204, global metrology device 202, and/or supply of parts 208. In some examples, apparatus 206 may be moveable in at least three different perpendicular directions with respect to robot 204, global
Global metrology device 202 and local metrology device 214 may each be configured to provide real-time metrology (e.g., data regarding position and/or orientation of one or more system components 150). Global metrology device 202 and local metrology device 214 each may be configured to receive and/or send continuous feedback based on the actual positions of one or more of the system components 150. For example, global metrology device 202 may include vision system 210, which may include, for example, one or more cameras configured to detect the physical geometry and locations of robot 204, apparatus 206, and supply of parts 208. Similarly, local metrology device 214 may include a local vision system 224 that may include one or more cameras configured to detect the physical geometry and locations of apparatus 206, end effector 212, and supply of parts 208. Additionally or alternatively, global metrology device 202 and/or local metrology device 214 may be configured to track positions and/or orientations of other parts, tools, tool change racks, sub-assemblies, and/or any other device or structure used in or related to the given task or manufacturing process.

Claims

1. A system (122) for performing a task on an apparatus (124), the system (122) comprising:
   - the apparatus (124);
   - a supply of parts (130) comprising a plurality of parts located apart from the apparatus (124);
   - a robot (128) having an end effector (154),
2. The system (122) according to claim 1, further comprising a first automated guided vehicle (132) on which the apparatus (124) is positioned, the first automated guided vehicle (132) being configured to move the apparatus (124) with respect to the supply of parts (130), the robot (128), and the global metrology device (126).

3. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 2, wherein the global metrology device (126) is positioned on a second automated guided vehicle (144) configured to move the global metrology device (126) with respect to one or more of the apparatus (124), the robot (128), and the supply of parts (130).

4. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the robot (128) is positioned on a third automated guided vehicle (146) configured to move the robot (128) with respect to one or more of the apparatus (124), the supply of parts (130), and the global metrology device (126).

5. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the supply of parts (130) is positioned on a fourth automated guided vehicle (148) configured to move the supply of parts (130) with respect to one or more of the apparatus (124), the robot (128), and the global metrology device (126).

6. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 5, wherein the global metrology device (126) comprises a processor (140) configured to translate information from tracking the positions of the apparatus (124), the robot (128), and the supply of parts (130) into first instructions for moving the apparatus (124), second instructions for moving the robot (128), and third instructions for moving the supply of parts (130), wherein the global metrology device (126) comprises a communications device (142) configured to communicate the first instructions, the second instructions, and the third instructions, thereby effectuating movement and global alignment of the apparatus (124), the robot (128), and the supply of parts (130).

7. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the apparatus (124) comprises one or more of a component, a system (104), a subsystem (106), a part (102), and a structure of an aircraft (101).

8. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 7, wherein the end effector (154) of the robot (128) is configured to perform one or more of installing one or more of the plurality of parts (130) from the supply of parts (130) on the apparatus (124), assembling, system integration, testing, machining, a lay-up process, painting, sealing, fabrication, quality assurance inspection, validation, and verification.

9. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 8, further comprising a plurality of stations (180/182/184) including at least a first station (180) and a second station (182), each of the plurality of stations being configured to perform a different task on the apparatus (124), wherein the global metrology device (126) is additionally configured to track positions of each of the plurality of stations (180/182/184), and wherein the robot (128) is configured to move the apparatus (124) sequentially to each of the plurality of stations (180/182/184) in order to perform the task.

10. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 9, wherein each of the plurality of stations (180/182/184) comprises a respective task robot (128) configured to perform a different task on the apparatus (124).

11. The system (122) according to any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the global metrology device (126) is configured to cause coarse alignment of the robot (128), the supply of parts (130), and the apparatus (124), wherein the local metrology device (160) is configured to cause fine alignment of the end effector (154) of the robot (128) with respect to the apparatus (124), the fine alignment having a higher resolution than the coarse alignment.

12. A method of performing a manufacturing process us-
System (122) zum Ausführen einer Aufgabe an einer Vorrichtung (124), wobei das System (122) aufweist:

- einen Teilvorrat (130), der mehrere Teile umfasst, die sich entfernt von der Vorrichtung (124) befinden;
- einen Roboter (128) mit einem Endeffektor (154), wobei der Roboter ausgebildet ist, einen oder mehrere der mehreren Teile des Teilvorrats zu erhalten, und wobei der Endeffektor (154) ausgebildet ist, die Aufgabe an der Vorrichtung (124) unter Verwendung von einem oder mehreren der mehreren Teile auszuführen, wobei der Roboter (128) eine lokale messtechnische Einrichtung (160) aufweist, die ausgebildet ist, den Endeffektor (154) unter Verwendung eines lokalen Sichtsystems (166) relativ zur Vorrichtung (124) zu positionieren, sodass der Endeffektor (154) zum Ausführen der Aufgabe ausreichend mit der Vorrichtung (124) ausgerichtet ist; und
- eine globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126), die ausgebildet ist, Positionen der Vorrichtung (124), des Roboters (128) und des Teilvorrats (130) unter Verwendung eines globalen Sichtsystems (138) relativ zueinander nachzuverfolgen, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) ausgebildet ist, Daten über die Positionen der Vorrichtung (124) und den Teilvorrat (130) an den Roboter (128) zu übertragen, und wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) ausgebildet ist, eine Rückmeldung (152) bezüglich der aktuellen Positionen des Roboters (128) der Vorrichtung (124) und des Teilvorrats (130) zu empfangen, und wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) ausgebildet ist, die lokale messtechnische Einrichtung (160) bei der Positionierung des Endeffektors (154) zu ergänzen.

3. System (122) nach dem Anspruch 1, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) an einem zweiten automatisierten geführten Fahrzeug (144) positioniert ist, das ausgebildet ist, die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) relativ zu der Vorrichtung (124) und/oder dem Roboter (128) und/oder dem Teilvorrat (130) zu bewegen.

4. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei der Roboter (128) an einem dritten automatisierten geführten Fahrzeug (146) positioniert ist, das ausgebildet ist, den Roboter (128) relativ zu der Vorrichtung (124) und/oder den Roboter (128) und/oder der globalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (126) zu bewegen.

5. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei der Teilvorrat (130) an einem vierten automatisierten geführten Fahrzeug (148) positioniert ist, das ausgebildet ist, den Teilvorrat (130) relativ zur Vorrichtung (124) und/oder dem Roboter (128) und/oder der globalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (126) zu bewegen.

6. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) einen Prozessor (140) aufweist, der ausgebildet ist, Informationen von einer Nachverfolgung der Positionen der Vorrichtung (124), des Roboters (128) und des Teilvorrats (130) in erste Anweisungen zum Bewegen der Vorrichtung (124), zweite Anweisungen zum Bewegen des Roboters (128) und dritte Anweisungen zum Bewegen des Teilvorrats (130) zu übersetzen, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) eine Kommunikationseinrichtung (142) aufweist, die zur Übertragung der ersten Anweisungen, der zweiten Anweisungen und der drit-
ten Anweisungen ausgebildet ist, wodurch eine Bewegung und globale Ausrichtung der Vorrichtung (124), des Roboters (128) und des Teilevorratts (130) bewirkt wird.

7. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die Vorrichtung (124) eine Komponente und/oder ein System (104) und/oder ein Teilssystem (106) und/oder ein Teil (102) und/oder eine Struktur eines Luftfahrzeugs (101) aufweist.

8. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei der Endeffektor (154) des Roboters (128) ausgebildet ist, eines oder mehrerer von Folgendem auszuführen: Installieren von einem oder mehreren der mehreren Teile (130) des Teilevorratts (130) an der Vorrichtung (124), Montieren, Systemintegration, Testen, Bearbeiten, Laminierungsprozess, Lackieren, Abdichten, Fertigung, Qualitätskontrolluntersuchung, Validierung und Verifizierung.

9. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, das ferner mehrere Stationen (180/182/184) einschließlich von zumindest einer ersten Station (180) und einer zweiten Station (182) aufweist, wobei jede der mehreren Stationen zur Ausführung einer anderen Aufgabe an der Vorrichtung (124) ausgebildet ist, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) zusätzlich zur Nachverfolgung von Positionen einer jeden der mehreren Stationen (180/182/184) ausgebildet ist und wobei der Roboter (128) ausgebildet ist, die Vorrichtung (124) nacheinander zu jeder der mehreren Stationen (180/182/184) zu bewegen, um die Aufgabe auszuführen.

10. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei jede der mehreren Stationen (180/182/184) jeweils einen Aufgabenroboter (128) aufweist, der zur Ausführung einer unterschiedlichen Aufgabe an der Vorrichtung (124) ausgebildet ist.

11. System (122) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) ausgebildet ist, eine grobe Ausrichtung des Roboters (128), des Teilevorratts (130) und der Vorrichtung (124) zu bewirken, wobei die lokale messtechnische Einrichtung (160) ausgebildet ist, eine Feinausrichtung des Endeffektors (154) des Roboters (128) relativ zur Vorrichtung (124) zu bewirken, wobei die Feinausrichtung eine höhere Auflösung als die grobe Ausrichtung aufweist.

12. Verfahren zur Durchführung eines Herstellungsprozesses unter Verwendung des Systems (122) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Konfigurieren einer globalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (126) des Systems (122), um eine globale Ausrichtung einer Vorrichtung (124), eines Roboters (128), und eines Teilevorratts (130) unter Verwendung der globalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (126) vorzunehmen, wobei die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) ausgebildet ist, Positionen der Vorrichtung (124), des Roboters (128) und des Teilevorratts (130) nachzuverfolgen, und die globale messtechnische Einrichtung (126) ferner ausgebildet ist, eine Bewegung der Vorrichtung (124), des Roboters (128) und/oder des Teilevorratts (130) relativ zur globalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (126) anzuweisen und zu bewirken.

Konfigurieren einer lokalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (160) des Systems (122), um eine lokale Ausrichtung eines Endeffektors (154) des Roboters (128) relativ zur Vorrichtung (124) unter Verwendung der lokalen messtechnischen Einrichtung (160) vorzunehmen, wobei die lokale messtechnische Einrichtung (160) an den Roboter (128) gekoppelt ist; und Ermöglichen einer Ausführung einer Aufgabe an der Vorrichtung (124), sodass der Endeffektor (154) des Roboters (128) und ein aus dem Teilevorratt (130) durch den Roboter erhaltenes Teil bei der Ausführung der Aufgabe verwendet werden.

Revendications

1. Système (122) pour effectuer une tâche sur un appareil (124), le système (122) comprenant :

l’appareil (124) ;
un stock de pièces (130) comprenant une pluralité de pièces situé à l’écart de l’appareil (124) ;
un robot (128) ayant un effecteur d’extrémité (154), dans lequel le robot est configuré pour obtenir une ou plusieurs de la pluralité de pièces du stock de pièces et dans lequel l’effecteur d’extrémité (154) est configuré pour effectuer la tâche sur l’appareil (124) en utilisant une ou plusieurs de la pluralité de pièces, le robot (128) comprenant un dispositif de métrologie locale (160) configuré pour positionner l’effecteur d’extrémité (154) par rapport à l’appareil (124) en utilisant un système de vision locale (166), de sorte que l’effecteur d’extrémité (154) est suffisamment aligné avec l’appareil (124) pour effectuer la tâche ; et

un dispositif de métrologie globale (126) configuré pour suivre des positions de l’appareil (124), du robot (128) et du stock de pièces (130) les unes par rapport aux autres en utilisant un système de vision globale (138), dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) est confi-
2. Système (122) selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un premier véhicule guidé automatisé (132) sur lequel l’appareil (124) est positionné, le premier véhicule guidé automatisé (132) étant configuré pour déplacer l’appareil (124) par rapport au stock des pièces (130), au robot (128) et au dispositif de métrologie globale (126).

3. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 2, dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) est positionné sur un deuxième véhicule guidé automatisé (144) configuré pour déplacer le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) par rapport à l’un ou plusieurs parmi l’appareil (124), le robot (128), et le stock de pièces (130).

4. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel le robot (128) est positionné sur un troisième véhicule guidé automatisé (146) configuré pour déplacer le robot (128) par rapport à l’un ou plusieurs parmi l’appareil (124), le stock de pièces (130) et le dispositif de métrologie globale (126).

5. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel le stock de pièces (130) est positionné sur un quatrième véhicule guidé automatisé (148) configuré pour déplacer le stock de pièces (130) par rapport à l’un ou plusieurs parmi l’appareil (124), le robot (128) et le dispositif de métrologie globale (126).

6. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) comprend un processeur (140) configuré pour traduire des informations à partir du suivi des positions de l’appareil (124), du robot (128), et du stock en pièces (130) en des premières instructions pour déplacer l’appareil (124), en des deuxième instructions pour déplacer le robot (128), et en des troisièmes instructions pour déplacer le stock des pièces (130), dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) comprend un dispositif de communication (142) configuré pour communiquer les premières instructions, les deuxième instructions, et les troisièmes instructions, en effectuant ainsi un mouvement et un alignement global de l’appareil (124), du robot (128) et du stock de pièces (130).

7. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel l’appareil (124) comprend un ou plusieurs parmi un composant, un système (104), un sous-système (106), une pièce (102), et une structure d’un avion (101).

8. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel l’effecteur d’extrémité (154) du robot (128) est configuré pour effectuer l’une ou plusieurs actions parmi une installation d’une ou plusieurs de la pluralité de pièces (130) à partir du stock de pièces (130) sur l’appareil (124), un assemblage, une intégration de système, un test, un usinage, un processus de dépose, une peinture, une étanchéification, une fabrication, une inspection d’assurance qualité, une validation et une vérification.

9. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, comprenant en outre une pluralité de stations (180/182/184) comprenant au moins une première station (180) et une deuxième station (182), chacune de la pluralité de stations étant configurée pour effectuer une tâche différente sur l’appareil (124), dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) est de plus configuré pour suivre des positions de chacune de la pluralité de stations (180/182/184), et dans lequel le robot (128) est configuré pour déplacer l’appareil (124) de manière séquentielle vers chacune de la pluralité de stations (180/182/184) afin d’effectuer la tâche.

10. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel chacune de la pluralité de stations (180/182/184) comprend un robot de tâche respectif (128) configuré pour effectuer une tâche différente sur l’appareil (124).

11. Système (122) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) est configuré pour provoquer un alignement grossier du robot (128), du stock de pièces (130), et de l’appareil (124), dans lequel le dispositif de métrologie locale (160) est configuré pour provoquer un alignement précis de l’effecteur d’extrémité (154) du robot (128) par rapport à l’appareil (124), l’alignement précis ayant une résolution supérieure à celle de l’alignement grossier.

12. Procédé pour effectuer un processus de fabrication en utilisant le système (122) selon la revendication 1, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

configurer un dispositif de métrologie globale (126) du système (122) pour effectuer un aligne-
ment global d’un appareil (124), d’un robot (128) et d’un stock de pièces (130) en utilisant le dispositif de métrologie globale (126), le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) étant configuré pour suivre des positions de l’appareil (124), du robot (128), et du stock de pièces (130), et le dispositif de métrologie globale (126) étant en outre configuré pour ordonner et provoquer un déplacement de l’appareil (124), du robot (128), et/ou du stock de pièces (130) par rapport au dispositif de métrologie globale (126);
configurer un dispositif de métrologie locale (160) du système (122) pour effectuer un alignement local d’un effecteur d’extrémité (154) du robot (128) par rapport à l’appareil (124) en utilisant le dispositif de métrologie locale (160), le dispositif de métrologie locale (160) étant couplé au robot (128) ; et
permettre l’exécution d’une tâche sur l’appareil (124), de telle sorte que l’effecteur d’extrémité (154) du robot (128) et une pièce obtenue à partir du stock de pièces (130) par le robot sont utilisés pour effectuer la tâche.
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